Furniture and objets d'art of the 18th century

The interlude of the Gallery
The art of Compigné

Thomas Compigné, Rectangular painting in Compigné representing a view of the Palais
Bourbon, second half of the 18th century, former Léage collection
https://www.francoisleage-youngcollectors.com/young-collectors-online/

In the second half of the 18th century, there was a rare production of
paintings made using a mysterious technique. Developed by Thomas
Compigné, they have now taken his name.

Thomas Compigné, Painting in Compigné representing Versailles castle from Paris avenue,
second half of the 18th century, former Léage collection
https://www.francoisleage-youngcollectors.com/young-collectors-online/

Thomas Compigni arrived from Italy and settled in France in the 1750s. He
had a boutique in the Montorgueil neighborhood, rue Greneta, at the
"l’enseigne du roi David". He was then an ivory turner, specializing in the
manufacture of small objects, boxes, chests, counters and other handles.
The ivory turners were a corporation of craftsmen whose work was highly
valued in the 18th century. They often collaborated with cabinetmakers and
set up shop in their neighborhoods. They worked with ivory, tortoiseshell
and mother-of-pearl, precious materials that were used in the composition
of objects of virtue, and numerous marqueteries.
Thomas Compigné is one of the rare 18th century ivory turners whose name
has been retained. Many gazettes praise, between 1766 and 1773, his
production of objects "very beautiful, inlaid with gold and different colors
very solid". They describe particularly his works known today under the
name of "Compigné".

Thomas Compigné, Painting in Compigné representing a view of Paris from the Pont Royal,
1772, former Léage collection
https://www.francoisleage-youngcollectors.com/young-collectors-online/

He indeed made small paintings, created from a sheet of pewter stamped or
worked with the point. This is placed on a sheet of cardboard or on a plate of
tortoiseshell. The pewter sheet is then decorated with gold, silver, gouache
or varnish. He invented this process himself, which remains mysterious to
this day. The way in which the color, gold or silver is fixed on the pewter is
indeed unknown to us.
This production is remarkable, by the extreme finesse of its execution, the
effects of perspective of the representations, the delicacy of the mixture of
colors as well as the interest of the represented themes.

Thomas Compigné (attributed to), Joseph Vernet (after), Compigné medaillon representing a
view of the Saint-Jean fountain in Marseille, front, second half of the 18th century, Galerie
Léage Young collectors
https://www.francoisleage-youngcollectors.com/young-collectors-online/

Thomas Compigné (attributed to), Joseph Vernet (after), Medaillon in
Compigné representing a view of the Saint-Jean fountain in Marseille, back, second half of
the 18th century, Galerie Léage Young collectors
https://www.francoisleage-youngcollectors.com/young-collectors-online/

Various subjects inspired Thomas Compigné: views of cities, palaces, parks
or gardens, but also landscapes and pastoral scenes, particularly
appreciated at the end of the century. In 1773, he presented King Louis XV
with two views of his castle of Saint-Hubert, and subsequently obtained the
title of privileged tabletier of the king, a title he retained under Louis XVI.
He then produced several paintings dedicated to the king, including views of
the castles of Saint-Hubert and Choisy.
Compigné also took as models for his city views the works of the king's
painters such as Joseph Vernet (1714-1789): he painted views of Marseille
based on the models of this painter. The existence of several of his
representations in different copies could suggest the use of a mold.

Thomas Compigné, Two paintings in Compigné representing the Saint-Hubert castle (detail),
Louis XVI period, former Léage collection
https://www.francoisleage-youngcollectors.com/young-collectors-online/

Finally, there is a rarer production of furniture decorated with Compignés.
The collaboration of Thomas Compigné with the cabinetmaker MathieuGuillaume Cramer (?-1794) for such creations is partially documented, and
the inventory after the death of the tabletier attests to the creation of these
pieces of furniture decorated with Compigné. The paintings, thus placed,
were protected by a glass plate, and the whole remained relatively fragile.
We know, at the Villa Ephrussi, a small pedestal table decorated with a tray
Compigné, representing a view of the Palais Royal in Paris.
His student, Claude-Louis Chevalier, later took over his workshop. He also
seems to reuse some of his models: a few years later he made a plate similar
to the one on this table.

Mathieu-Guillaume Cramer, Thomas Compigné, Ovale table with a Compigné top, circa
1780, Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat, Villa Ephrussi

Thomas Compigné, privileged tabletier of the king, realized during his
career a very precious and rare production of tables. These tableautins, of a
great delicacy, have made and still make the happiness of privileged
collectors.
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